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MERCHANT DOCUMENTATION 
 

If you’re a merchant user, this will guide you to manage your store and everything that 

belongs to your store. From managing the team, inventories, handling orders, shipping 

zones, taxes, coupons, disputes and refunds etc. 

Getting Started 

To sell your products on Stabroek, you have to register as a merchant. Stabroek has 

multiple subscription packages to choose from. Visit the MERCHANT page to register as 

a merchant. 

More Details: 

● Benefits 

● How It Works 

● Pricing 

● FAQs 

 

Configurations 

To login into your admin dashboard visit your_maketplace_domain/login page. For 

example: http://Stabroek.incevio.com/login  

Before you can start selling on the Stabroek marketplace you have to configure your shop. 

Like you need to configure at least one payment method to accept payments and create a 

shipping zone to allow customers to order from your shop etc. I assume you have registered 

with Stabroek as a merchant. Let’s start! 

http://stabroek.incevio.com/login


 

Info! Some options may not be accessible to you because of the marketplace rules. If you 

don’t see any option you need, contact support or open a ticket. 

 

● General Configs 

● Shop Settings 

● Payment Methods 

● Tax Settings 

● Go Live 

● Get verified 

 

 

 



 

● General Configs 

The first should be to update your brand information like business name, logo, cover image, 

physical location etc.  

SETTINGS>> GENERAL CONFIG 

 

● Shop settings 

Here you can manage everything about your inventories, orders, support and notifications. 

SETTINGS>>CONFIGURATIONS 

 

 



 

 

Inventory 

 

 

 

You can set the ALERT quantity level of your inventory. The system will send you a 

notification email if any of your items goes below this level so that you can take action fast. 

You can turn off the notification on notification settings. 

SETTINGS>> CONFIGURATIONS>> INVENTORY 

Order 

 

 

 

 

This section is for configuring order rules. You can set the handling cost that’ll be added 

with the calculated shipping cost on the checkout page. You can set the order number prefix 

and suffix, defaults for payments, order tax etc. here. 

SETTINGS>> CONFIGURATIONS>> ORDER 



 

Support Information 

Set customer support information like email, phone numbers, address. You can also set 

default sender email address and name here. 

SETTINGS>> CONFIGURATIONS>> SUPPORT 

Notification Settings 

You can turn on/off your notifications here. 

SETTINGS>> CONFIGURATIONS>> NOTIFICATIONS 

● Payment Methods 

Payment method is one of the most important configurations before going live. You must 

activate at least one payment method to accept payment from customers. You will find 

instructions on how to activate the payment method on the configuration page. 

Warning! If you don’t have any active payment method, your listing will not be visible to 

customers. 



SETTINGS>> PAYMENT METHOD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Info! You may not see all the options available here due to marketplace configuration. 

 

● Tax Settings 

This section is for listing your tax profiles. Create tax profiles and later when you will 

create shipping zones you’ll need these profiles to link with the shipping zones. 

SETTINGS>>TAXES 



● Go Live 

It’s time to go live. Let’s turn OFF the MAINTENANCE MODE and confirm. 

SETTINGS>>GENERAL CONFIG 

 

Your shop is LIVE now!!! 

● Get Verified 

Verified sellers get more sales! Because the customer is more comfortable buying from 

verified sellers. So get verified and win a shiny verified badge . 

ACCOUNT>> PROFILE  



 

On your profile page, you’ll see your verification status. Click over the GET VERIFIED 

button to submit your documents. 

ACCOUNT>>PROFILE>> GET VERIFIED 

 

 

 

 



 

Follow the instructions on this page and submit your documents. The platform staff will 

review your submission and take necessary actions to complete the process. 

Shipping 

This section is to set up all your shipping related modules like shipping zone, cost, carrier, 

packaging etc. 

● Shipping Zones 

● Shipping Rates 

● Shipping Carriers 

● Packaging 

 



● Shipping Zones 

Shipping zones are the area you are doing business. Customers only from these zones can 

buy from your store. You can have as many shipping zones you want and also you can 

create a worldwide (rest of the world) shipping zone to cover the areas that are not in any of 

your other shipping zones. 

Warning! If you don’t have any active shipping zones, your listing will not be visible to 

customers. 

SHIPPING>>SHIPPING ZONES 

 

● Shipping Rates 

 



You can create multiple shipping rates in a single shipping zone. A shipping rate can be 

based on the total PRICE or WEIGHT. You can link the shipping carrier you will use to 

ship the order so that buyers will get confidence about the shipping. 

 SHIPPING>> SHIPPING ZONES>>ADD RATE 

Info! To calculate weight based shipping rates, you must input the shipping weight of an 

item on the listing page. 

  

Based on price: 

Set the lower limit and upper limit price for the rate. This option will be shown if the total 

order price lies between the price range you set. 

Based on weight 

Set the lower limit and upper limit weight for the rate. This option will be shown if the total 

order price lies between the price range you set. 

Warning! If you check the FREE SHIPPING option, then the shipping cost will be zero no 

matter if you set the rate or not. 

 

● Shipping Carriers 

You can add shipping carriers and link them to your shipping rates. Customers will see the 

linked carrier when they select the shipping option. 

SHIPPING>>CARRIERS 

● Packaging 

Packaging is an optional feature but it is always recommended to offer some packaging 

option to buyers. Sometimes customers buy something for a special gift to someone, so 

they will be happy if you have some kind of gift wrap to offer. 

SHIPPING>>PACKAGING 

 

 



User Management 

You can add more users as staff to manage your business. All users get access to different 

modules based on the permission given by the role they belong to. Only the owner or the 

merchant has full control over the system store. 

Info! You can not access or modify users who have more privilege than you. You can only 

create users with less privilege than yourself. 

● User Roles 

● Create Users 

● User Roles 

A user must have a role to get access to this system. You can create user roles or roles may 

be created by the platform. If you’re allowed to create user roles, then you can also set 

permissions for those roles. 

SETTINGS>>USER ROLES 

 

 

https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/user-management/user-roles/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/user-management/user-roles/


● Create Users 

You can add the number of users depending on your subscription package. Creating a user 

is very easy, just give some basic info and the user can login and update the profile as soon 

as they are added. 

ADMIN>>USERS 

Manage Catalog 

The catalog is a combination of category, product attribute, product and manufacturer 

modules. With the help of these modules, you will be able to manage your marketplace 

product catalog effortlessly. All the functionalities you need are there. 

Info! Based on the marketplace rules you may not have access to some of the modules in 

the catalog section. 

● Product Attributes 

● Products 

● Manufacturers 

● Categories 

 

● Categories 

The category module is divided into three sub-modules:  group, sub-group, and category. 

Category group is the grandparent and the first step to organizing the product listings, under 

a category group there can be many sub-groups and finally, a sub-group can hold many 

categories. 

CATALOG>>CATEGORIES 

You can create and manage groups, sub-groups, and categories from this section of your 

admin dashboard. 

An example of a category listing is like this: 

https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/manage-catalog/categories/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/manage-catalog/categories/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/manage-catalog/product-attributes/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/manage-catalog/product-attributes/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/manage-catalog/products/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/manage-catalog/products/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/manage-catalog/manufacturers/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/manage-catalog/categories/


 

A typical category page on storefront 



Info! If you can not see the category on your navigation menu, It’s because the marketplace 

admin doesn’t allow vendors to access this module. So you can request to get access or just 

request to add your desired category into the catalog so that you can use it to create your 

listings. 

 

Category Groups 

A background image can be set for the category group; the background image will be 

placed on the extended category list box on the marketplace front-end when visitors 

navigate to the Shop by Category dropdown. You can set a beautiful icon to display on the 

left of the category group dropdown list. Hundreds of searchable icons are included to 

choose and select from. 

CATALOG>>CATEGORIES>>GROUPS 

Please see the image below to get an idea how the assets will be used on your marketplace 

storefront: 

 

This is how the background image and the icon will be used. 



Category Sub-groups 

You can think sub-group as the parent category of the end label categories. A sub-group 

can hold many end label categories to organize the catalog. 

Managing the sub-group is easy from this section. 

CATALOG>>CATEGORIES>>SUB-GROUPS 

 

Admin Dashboard. 

Category 

The category is the final label. All products will be directly under the category. A feature 

image can be added for every category that will be placed as a banner on top of the 



category listing page. This image can describe the category better. The image size should 

be 1280px X 300px to view properly. 

CATALOG>>CATEGORIES>>CATEGORIES 

Warning! If you trash or remove any parent Group or Sub-group, all associated child 

entities also will be removed. 

 

● Product Attributes 

 

Product attributes preview 

There are three types of product attributes here: 

● Color/Pattern: This attribute type differs from the other two. You can set a 

color/pattern image as an attribute value and the color/pattern image will be shown 

as options on the product page instead of the attribute name. The pattern image 

should be a tiny sample of the item patterns. 



● Radio: The radio attribute type is simple and a dropdown box will be shown as 

options on the product page. 

● Select: The select attribute’s type is the same as the radio type and a dropdown box 

will be shown as options on the product page. 

CATALOG>>ATTRIBUTES 

● Products 

The product module is the main module in the catalog section with a whole lot of options to 

play with. The product is mainly a generic item description and some set of rules to help 

merchants to add listings of the products. A product can have an unlimited listing by 

different merchants. If you deactivate the product here, all listings of the product will be 

offline from the storefront. 

You can also allow merchants to add a product to the catalog if you want. 

Info! Products added by a merchant can be deleted by the merchant only if no listing exists 

on the product. 

CATALOG>>PRODUCTS 

Catalog Rules 

 



You can set if the product can be added with multiple variants, need to ship the physical 

item or not. You also set price boundaries for an item so that merchant must have to set a 

price between these limits to list the item to their inventory. This’ll help to keep your 

marketplace from unrealistic listings or frauds. 

Product Images 

 

You can upload multiple images and a featured image when creating a product. The images 

will only be visible to the storefront if the vendor listing has no image to display. Otherwise 

no need to upload images with a product. Just a featured image will be ok, this will help 

vendors to find the item easily when they create a listing for their store. 

 

● Manufacturers 

You can manage manufacturers or brands from this section. Marketplace visitors will be 

able to visit the BRAND page to see all listings from the same brands but different vendors. 

This feature will add extra values to your marketplace. 

CATALOG>>MANUFACTURERS 



 

 

Stock Management 

This is your stock management back office from where you can manage your inventories, 

suppliers, and warehouses. On the inventory section the system divides your inventories 

into three different lists: 

● Active listing 



● Inactive listing 

● Out of stock 

 

 

● Suppliers 

● Warehouses 

● Add Stock 

● Bulk Upload 

 

● Suppliers 

You can add all of your supplier profiles into the system. When you add new inventory 

you’ll be able to select a supplier. 

STOCK>>SUPPLIERS 

● Warehouses 

You can add all of your warehouses in the system. When you add new inventory you’ll be 

able to select the warehouse the item will ship from. 

 STOCK>>WAREHOUSES 

https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/stock-management/suppliers/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/stock-management/suppliers/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/stock-management/warehouses/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/stock-management/warehouses/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/stock-management/add-stock/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/stock-management/add-stock/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/stock-management/bulk-upload/


● Add Stock 

Click the ADD INVENTORY button and search for the product you want to add to your 

stock. If the product is allowed to create a variant then the ADD TO INVENTORY WITH 

VARIANT option will show up, otherwise only the ADD TO INVENTORY button will be 

there. Choose the appropriate option for you. Think from a buyer perspective and be 

honest. 

 STOCK>>INVENTORIES>>ADD INVENTORY 

 

If the product you’re looking for is not there, then probably it is not available yet on the 

marketplace. In that case, you can create the product from the CATALOG PRODUCTS 

section and then add it to your inventory. 



Basic Info 

 

 

 

 

Add your listing title very carefully, it should give a clear idea about your item in the first 

place and the description should be as detailed as the need to describe everything buyer 

cares about. 

Images 

 

 

 

 

The image is the single most important part of your listing. Buyers always prefer to buy 

items that have good quality images. Upload multiple images from a different angle and 

make sure every detail is visible on the image. 

 

 

 

 

 



Key Features 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The key features are some bullet point feature lists that will be placed on the top of the 

product detail page. It's highly recommended to add a key feature list and list only the key 

information about the item. 

Listing Rules 

 

Here you can set your listing rules like you can set how many of them you have in stock, 

what is the minimum number of units a customer can buy and what will be the price for the 

single unit. You can also offer a promotional price for a limited time period. 



Shipping Info 

 

How you are going to ship the item to the buyers, what will be the packaging and what will 

be the shipping weight of the item, is the shipping is free of cost! All the information will 

go in this section. 

Warning! If you have weight based shipping rates, you must give weight to calculate 

shipping cost. 

 

Attributes 

 



Here you can set SIZE, COLOR, STYLE etc. If the attribute you need is not showing up, 

you can add new attributes from the CATALOG  ATTRIBUTES section on your 

dashboard. 

Linked Items 

 

You can link related items that customers may feel interested to buy together. Linked items 

will be shown on the product page as Frequently bought together: Link only if you think 

the item is related and not just came from the blue. 

SEO 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The slug is a required field and will be filled automatically by the system. Slug is a search 

engine friendly URL that visitors will see on the browser when they visit the product page. 

Also, this information will help to get buyers from a search engine like Google. It’s always 

recommended to set this value rather than just leave it blank. 

● Bulk Upload Inventory 

 

You can bulk upload your inventory information by CSV. You’ll find the instructions and 

templates on the csv upload page. 

STOCK>>INVENTORIES>>CSV IMPORT 

Order Handling 

This is your order handling back office. You can also create new orders from this section. 

You’ll see orders in three different lists: 

● All Orders 

● Unpaid Orders 

● Unfulfilled Orders 



ORDERS>>ORDERS 

 

● Order Fulfilment 

● Create an Order 

 

● Order Fulfilment 

To fulfill an order go to ORDERS ORDERS and click over the UNFULFILLED tab and 

find the order you want to fulfill. Now click over the Order Number on the #Order column 

of the order lists table. On the next screen, you’ll be able to mark the order as Paid or 

Unpaid. 

TIPS! To find an order, you can use the search box on the top right corner over the order 

list table. 

https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/order-handling/order-fulfilment/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/order-handling/order-fulfilment/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/order-handling/create-an-order/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/order-handling/create-an-order/


 

  

If you have already shipped the order to delivery, click the FULFILL ORDER button to 

update the status. On the next screen, you can select the shipping carrier and update the 

order tracking number so that the customer can track the order shipment. You can also send 

a notification to the customer about the update. 

 

● Create an Order 

Sometimes you may need to create an order from the admin panel. Yes, you can do it! The 

system has an easy to use interface with all needed features to create an order. 

Go to ORDERS  ORDERS and then click CREATE ORDER. Next screen finds the 

customer you want to create the order for. Type the name/email/nice name, the result will 



show up soon. Select the customer and click the PROCEED button to populate the order 

form. 

ORDERS>>ORDERS>>CREATE ORDER 

 

The order creation screen is self-descriptive. You can save the order to proceed later by 

choosing SAVE AND BACK or you can choose PLACE THE ORDER to process the order 

the right way. 

Use Saved Cart To Create Order 

To create an order from a previously saved cart, go to ORDERS ≫ CARTS and find the 

cart to proceed from the cart list. Then click the USE button to process the order. 



Discount Coupons 

Offering a discount is the best way to get attraction from buyers. You can create an 

unlimited number of coupons for your store and you have full control over the promotions. 

You can set the validity time period, total quantity, how many times a single buyer can get 

the discount and more control. The coupon value can be a fixed amount or a percentage of 

the total order amount. 

PROMOTIONS>>COUPONS>>CREATE COUPON 

 

Coupon for specific customer/s: 

You can create coupons that can be used by a single customer or specific group of 

customers. To limit the coupon to customers, check the LIMITED TO CUSTOMERS 

option and select customer/s. 

Coupon for specific shipping zone/s: 



You can create coupons that can be used by the customers from a specific shipping zone or 

zones. To limit the coupon to the shipping zone, check the LIMITED TO SHIPPING 

ZONE option and select shipping zone/s. 

Customer Support 

The system has built in modules to handle customer support. A complete inbox module 

where you can receive, send and draft messages. Disputes and Refunds module to handle 

the disputed orders. 

● Messages 

● Disputes 

● Refunds 

 

● Messages 

The message module is designed to communicate with customers. You can only send 

messages to customers and customers can also send you messages. 

SUPPORT>>DESK>>MESSAGES 

 

https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/customer-support/messages/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/customer-support/messages/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/customer-support/disputes/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/customer-support/disputes/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/customer-support/refunds/
https://support.incevio.com/docs/merchant-documentation/customer-support/refunds/


Send an Email Template 

To send a saved email template to choose to SEND A TEMPLATE when you compose a 

new message. 

If the marketplace allows you to create email templates, then the option will be here: 

SETTINGS  EMAIL TEMPLATES. Email templates can be in plain text or HTML markup 

text. 

● Disputes 

A customer can open a dispute to an order if they’re not satisfied with your item. Initially, a 

dispute will come to you, handle each dispute carefully because it’ll affect your reputation 

on the marketplace. If you can’t provide a solution or if the customer is not satisfied with 

your solution, he/she can appeal the dispute. At this point, the marketplace support team 

will get in to solve the issue. 

TIPS! It’s recommended to solve the issue with the customer politely and honestly. 

SUPPORT>>DESK>>DISPUTES 



 

Info! Only the marketplace support team can change the status of appealed disputes. 

 

● Refunds 

 

When a customer opens a dispute he/she can also request for a partial or full refund of the 

order total. You can also initiate a refund for an order from your admin panel. 



If you’ve proper permission, you can either approve or decline the refund request in this 

section. 

SUPPORT>>DESK>>REFUNDS 

Info! Initiating a refund will now proceed to the actual refund to the customer. You still 

have to send the money by yourself. 

 

Reports 

From this place, you can have a bird’s eye look over the shop performance. You can see a 

whole lot of reports like: 

● Sales by Months 

● Conversion Rate 

● Top Selling Items 

● Top Gross Sale Items 

● Top Customers 

● Returning Customers 

● Abandoned Carts 

● Average Order Value 

● Top Selling Categories 

● Top Suppliers and more 

With detailed insights. KPI to give you a quick view of how you are doing. 



REPORTS>>PERFORMANCE 

● KPI 

 

The key performance indicator will show you the sales report for the past 12 months and 

the financial overview of the year. You can see the conversion rate, total revenue earned in 

the past 12 months, the total number of abandoned carts and average order value etc.  

Top Selling Items 

 

In this section, you’ll see the top 10 items in your inventories with detailed variations. This 

table will show you how many units sold and how much revenue you got from the items. 

This will help you to set your marketing strategy and add inventory. 

 

 



Top Customers 

 

The list of customers who spend a lot of money on your store. This list can help you with 

the marketing and you can offer discounts for these customers to convert the customer to a 

returning buyer. 

Returning Customers 

 

The list of customers who buy from your store frequently. Returning customers are more 

important than anything because you don’t need to do any marketing to get customers. You 

can offer discounts for these customers to make them happy. 

 

 

 



Top Categories 

 

The list of your best performance categories and the number of listings you have on your 

store. This will help a lot to get the idea of the trend and get more items in these types. 

Top Suppliers 

 

The list of your inventory suppliers and the number of items you have in your store from 

that supplier.  

More reports are coming soon. 

 

 



 Get Help 

 

 

If you’re having any issue or need any kind of help with your shop. You can contact the 

marketplace by opening a support ticket from your account page. 

To open a support ticket, go to the support tickets tab on your account section. Now click 

the submit a new ticket button and fill out the form. 

ACCOUNT>>SUPPORT>>TICKETS>>SUBMIT>>A NEW TICKET 

  

 

  

 

 

 


